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         You may need to write a persuasive essay at least once in your academic life. Your professor would 
expect you to produce an excellent essay but at that time you might not have enough time to think or 
research. This essay may seem unfamiliar to you but trust me it is an important type of essay. In this essay, 
you need to convince an audience to agree with your point of view and forget their own. 

         A persuasive essay is a two-way process and remains unfulfilled without convincing someone. That is 
why you need to convince the reader that your point is more important than his views. This is why most 
students get stuck and want to avail themselves outside help. Though it is not entirely wrong, it gives the 
opportunity to explore new avenues. I also faced the same dilemma but soon I was relieved when I asked 
the professional essay writing service to write my essay. 

         The topic is the most important point to write an excellent essay. As it specifies your position and how 
would you defend yourself. I am writing down some important persuasive essay topics  for your guidance. If 
you need to hire a professional writer then you can ask him to write you an essay on one of the following 
topics. Once you get an excellently written essay then you can use its content and format for future 
reference as well. 

         It may seem strange at first but trust me an essay written by a professional writer works like magic. 
As later on, I started to use that essay as a sample, and gradually I also became a very good writer. Even if 
I still get stuck I asked him to write my essay instead of writing myself. It is only because I am a 
perfectionist and want everything in order and who can ensure it except a professional writer. Such writers 

usually have years of writing experience thus indirectly fulfilling my desires.  

 

https://youressaywriter.net/essay-writing-service
https://youressaywriter.net/write-my-essay


Persuasive Essay Topics 

Top 30 Best topics for persuasive essays 

1.     How does social media increase/decrease social values? 
2.     How a frivolous world tour can change your life? 
3.     The popularity of reality TVs shows in America 
4.     Would traditional libraries vanish in the coming few decades? 
5.     The significance of digital libraries 
6.     Offensive lyrics should be banned from music 
7.     Pregnant women should be designated parking spots 
8.     Ethics and use of beauty filters on social media 
9.     Opioid addiction among teens: Who is responsible? 
10. How can the federal government benefit from legalizing drugs? 
11. Recreational use of cocaine/marijuana/heroin should be allowed 
12. Significance of universal free healthcare 

13. Why does America spend more on defense and health and education combine? 
14. American taxpayer dollars must be spent in America instead of overseas? 
15. Plans to avoid future wildfires 
16. When a private entity started a wildfire with billions of private damage 
17. Biggest corporate fraud in America 
18. American Dream is becoming a myth with every passing day 
19. What has happened to the golden days of America 
20. Why is climate change not a hoax? 
21. California wildfire destroyed 80% wineries: How is responsible 
22. The consumption of cigarettes kills more people than the abuse of marijuana 
23. Supplements and vitamins should not be regulated, also check essay writer for more helpful 

guidelines. 

24. Why America needs to revive its healthcare policies 
25. How American can Americans become a social welfare state? 
26. How scholars and scientists can avoid the next pandemic? 
27. The federal government should sponsor health insurance for every American 
28. How is the First Amendment related to gun violence in colleges? 
29. Why does America need to review its gun laws? 
30. NSA: A breach of every individual personal right in America  
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